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Disclaimer
This document highlights the possible implications arising from a no-deal
Brexit situation, based on various governmental and commercial sources.
This presentation is not portraying Jordon's opinion, rather raising
awareness of potential implications to your transport and logistics
arrangements.
The information in this document is given without guarantee of any kind
and Jordon does not take responsibility for any undertakings as a result
of the information offered here.

Status
Jordon is planning for a "no deal scenario" as presented in this document.
A new document will follow should a deal be in place before 29th March.
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What is a Hard Brexit - "no-deal"?
On March 29th 2019 the UK is set to leave the European Union.
If we leave without a deal this will mean we also leave the single market
and the customs union. For road transport, carriers could face immediate
restrictions on their normal activities.
A no-deal scenario has potentially serious consequences for companies
who have not prepared or understand the requirements to minimise

disruption to their business.

Why should I take notice?
In the event of no-deal the UK could enter WTO rules and regulations.
Your goods will need to be cleared through customs and taxes may
apply.
This could affect your trading relationships, your competitiveness and
your cash flow.

Key external consequences of a no-deal are also international haulage
capacity and transit issues which we will address in this document.

CUSTOMS
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What should I have done so far?
The UK government has issued guidelines but has insisted no action
need to be taken. We would prefer that we all prepare now. You should
now have the following (if not it's not too late so don't panic).
1. Obtain an EORI Number
This is an essential exercise whether you import or export.
you can do it here. https://bit.ly/2FWv16h. Make sure it's a UK one if you
import.
2. Get a customs agent (if you are not doing it yourself)*
If you already have agents in Felixstowe, London Gateway, etc make sure
they are able to clear at Dover/Eurotunnel as it is likely the arrangements
will be different due to the volume of road freight each day.
3. Prepare your operational system output
Clearance post-Brexit is likely to be non-inventory linked and require a
pre-lodgement before shipment. Test your systems to ensure you can
efficiently extract your goods vital information in time.
4. Safety & Security Declarations (S&S)
Goods crossing borders will require an EXIT or ENTRY declaration. In
most cases the export declaration automatically creates an EXIT S&S. The
process is not linked when it comes to imports.

CUSTOMS
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Resources

Links
Official Government Guidelines for No-Deal recommended(Import & Export)

https://bit.ly/2GZWUuE
Import control system - Gov.uk

https://bit.ly/2FhiIQM

Websites
Regular EU policy updates incl. Brexit

https://www.eu-insider.com
Useful Brexit Blog (Robert Hardy)

https://mybrexit.uk
*If you wish Jordon to manage your customs clearances
please call us now to discuss your requirements
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Transport - Border Control
Will there be delays to my goods?
There has been a lot of sudden

With this in mind we expect some

movement in regards to stress

extension to standard delivery

testing UK ports in the event of a

times as the industry adapts to new

no-deal.

systems and procedures.

The situation remains ongoing but
the question cannot be answered
fully until we understand how and
where customs clearances will take
place.

The threat of enormous tailbacks
has prompted exercises at Manston
airport as a truck holding area, a
reactivation of the Port of
Ramsgate, as well as other ongoing
activities.

In the event of a no-deal we must
assume the newly introduced hard
border will have checks. No matter
how quick, a check will take an
element of time which didn't
previously exist.

Currently there is no evidence that
these will alleviate any pressures at
the main ports in the short term.

"62% of manufacturers were
planning to stockpile goods
before Brexit"
EEF/AIG Executive Survey 2019
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Transport - Capacity
Will there be a shortage of trucks?
This is a complicated question which we have written extensively about
in our website blogs. Capacity issues, of which there has been much
discussion recently, have largely been driven by the driver shortage
throughout Europe.
Drivers are now at a premium and often can dictate their routes of choice.
From some EU drivers perspective the UK is now not a preferred route
due to Brexit concerns and some drivers are refusing to come to the UK.
Should there be a no-deal scenario we can expect this problem will
increase as drivers decide it's 'too much hassle' or 'not-profitable' to come
to the UK.
If border delays can be minimised this should give carriers some comfort
but already some drivers and carriers are boycotting the UK due to Brexit
concerns.

"UK supply chains set to
lose 20% of workforce if
there is no deal"
Sally Gibson,
Freight Transport Association
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Transport - Pricing
Will I pay more for my transport?
Prices have been rising steadily for the past year or so. Although the
driver shortage, fuel and the exchange rate have been driving these rises,
a no-deal Brexit will almost certainly create a price spike across the board
driven by the already shrunken capacity problems as discussed
previously.

We believe the UK may become a no-go zone for many hauliers until the
dust settles and entrance and exit points are deemed safe and speedy.

We like to think this again is a short term adjustment, but expect volatile
pricing during this period.
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How we will help
In planning since 2016

We have been in planning for
Brexit since it was first
announced. During this time
though we have been hampered
with a stalemate within UK
Government.

"A problem is a

Therefore we must assume at

chance for you

of a no-deal scenario and our

to do your best."
- Duke

Ellington.

this late stage that we are at risk
planning on this critical aspect is
now being brought into sharp
focus.
The following pages include the
most common questions we
have received from clients with
answers based on a no-deal
scenario and what information
we have so far.
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No-Deal Q&A
A summary of most asked questions regarding Brexit

Q. Do you have a documented Brexit plan?
A. Yes, we have contingency plans called scenarios
Q. Do you have an appointed person for Brexit
A. Yes, Jordon Director, Jon Swallow is Brexit coordinator
Q. How are you preparing for increased customs clearance activity?
A. We have appointed agents at key ports short term. Should there be
enough uptake we will endeavor to bring the complete process in-house.
Q. Will there be trailer shortages?
A. If trailer flow is compromised by customs checks and clearance delays
capacity will be hindered.
Q. Will my goods be delayed?
A. As per previous this is dependent on trailer flow. We would ask
customers to plan for extra time for collections and deliveries. More lead
time will also help.
Q. How does 'permanent establishment' affect you?
A. As we manage rather than own fleets we are exempt from the affects of
any implementation of 'permanent establishment'.
Q. What is the effect regarding free movement of people?
A. There will be a reduction in EU nationals available and we have made
provisions if absolutely necessary to move certain elements of our
operations into mainland Europe.
Q. Are you AEO accredited?
A. We made an application after our ISO 9001:2015 accreditation last year
and are currently on the waiting list. It must be pointed out that the
benefits of AEO are now not clear in regards to Brexit and there may
ultimately be a requirement for a replacement.
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No-Deal Q&A cont.
Q. Are you fully compliant with EU legislation?
A. Yes, we have legal representation within the EU that ensures we are
fully complaint and abreast of Brexit legislation developments.
Q. What is the Certificate of Competence validity post Brexit?
A. We do not think driver CPC will go away, but we do expect minor
reforms.
Q. Are you applying for ECMT permits?
A. ECMT permits will enable UK operators to drive in the EU and EEA
(except Cyprus) if UK issued community licences are not recognised.
Limited numbers of permits are available. However, our carriers are
predominantly based in the EU and if ECMT permits are in short supply
we will re-route options.
Q. Will there be any impact on fuel costs?
A. Even though some sources cite fuel prices will surge if there is a nodeal we cannot make any connection between Brexit and fuel prices,
although we must consider wild currency shifts and outside of Brexit, oil
prices as normal.
Q. What will happen to Sterling and will this affect my transport
costs?
A. We can only predict that Sterling will weaken further but of course this
may not be the case. If we assume it will, we will almost certainly see a
rapid price adjustment in terms of freight rates due to the majority of
international haulage costs being EU based.
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Our Action Plan Summary
1. Jordon has appointed a Brexit co-ordinator
2. Brexit and customs awareness training has been given
3. Jordon has applied for AEO status
4. Customs blocks opened and ready in Operational software
5. Customs agents appointed at main ports
6. Alternative transport routes applied
7. Engagement with carriers on key scenarios
8. Analysis of non-road transport solutions ie. air/rail
9. Increased express/van capacity for urgent split shipments
10. Introduced a data bank for ongoing information released
11. Participation in various industry and governmental forums

12. Providing solutions per client rather than a broad approach
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In conclusion

Jordon has undertaken a
considerable program of work to
minimise disruption for our clients.

We still can't say exactly
what Brexit will look like
We appear to be heading to the
wire with Brexit with everything
very much still in the balance.
This document only outlines some
areas of action in regards to a nodeal but we must stress as the
negotiations and debates are still
very much ongoing, things could
change.

There has not been anything
quite like the way this is playing
out and due to the fast moving
(but slow changing) nature of
negotiations this document may
be outdated by the time you read
it.

We have been developing
contingency plans with clients
which include express split
shipments, air freight, rail and
warehousing options.
Our plans are reviewed daily
against the information output by
UK Government and if you have
any questions or wish to discuss
the effects of Brexit on your
supply chain please contact
Jon Swallow, Brexit Coordinator
t: 01394 288063
e: jon.swallow@jordonfreight.com
Let's hope for a smooth transition.
We look forward to hearing from
you.
Yours sincerely,
Jon Swallow
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Thank you

